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Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) Signals from the Alien Brain 
(reported by a Roswell Army Air Field Medical Examiner) 

 

(from The Day After Roswell, Col. Philip Corso (ret), ISBN 0-671-01756-X , pp.210-222 
 (last updated 08/26/2005) 
 

StealthSkater note:  Col. Corso maintains that most of the greatest inventions of the 20
th

 

Century had their roots in the debris from the Roswell crash, including the transistor and 

integrated circuits, fiber optics, lasers, night vision, and composite armor.  Much has been 

written about ELF signals.  Paul Bennewitz detected them from the Manzano nuclear 

weapons storage area of the Coyote Canyon section of Kirtland AFB, New Mexico where 

UFO research by Sandia National Laboratories has long been rumored.  He was the object 

of an intense government discrediting and harassment campaign.  One of the areas that 

eluded Corso and even today’s best scientists is how the aliens were able to navigate their 

craft by what seemed to be thought-control (reminiscent of the Clint Eastwood movie 

"FireFox").  Some reports suggested that the alien occupants seemed to become “part” of 

the internal power transmission of the craft, perhaps leading credence to claims that it has 

been so far impossible for human beings to “fly” these craft (hence learn the technology and 

apply what-you-can to designing a vehicle made of Earth materials that can be operated by 

humans with any necessary “modifications/implants” to their brains/bodies). 

  

Being a soldier first and scientist second, Col. Corso’s mission was to see what could be 

applied from the alien craft (and its technologies) to new weapons of war.  Spin-offs for civilian 

use were not his primary orders.  Even Bob Lazar said regarding his work in one of the 

projects at S-4 using alien-derived technology that nearly all of the projects he was aware of 

were weapons-oriented.  With that mindset in mind, the reader can better appreciate 

following … 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

… Brown was giving me the full authorization to disclose.  He probably realized that in private 

sessions, I had talked generally about what was in the Army file on the anti-missile missile  -- that was a 

form of senatorial privilege as long as it wasn’t abused  -- but that I couldn’t go formal with it.  Now I 

could, and I appreciated Harold Brown’s candor. 

 

The battle over the appropriation was about to be joined.  But I couldn’t look over the contents of the 

envelope -- some of which were my own notes -- without thinking back to the sequence of events that 

led to this meeting and to the project that ultimately was developed as a result of it.  It began earlier in 

1962 as I was working down the list of the priorities I had set for myself in the “nut file” [i.e., 

referencing the file cabinet holding remnants and scattered reports of the Roswell wreckage].  In it was a 

medical report about the creatures that I was trying to save until I had gotten all of the tangible items 

from Roswell into the development process. 
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It was a report on the possible function and apparent structure of the alien brain.  A report that 

marveled at the similarities between the EBE (Extraterrestrial Biological Entity) brain and the human 

brain.  However, one item in the report threw me for a complete loop.  The medical examiner wrote that 

measurements of brain activity taken from the EBE who was still barely alive at Roswell showed that its 

electronic signature -- at least what they were able to measure with equipment in 1947 -- displayed a 

signal similar to what we would call long, Low-Frequency waves.  And the examiner referred to a 

description by one of the Roswell Army Air Field doctors that the creature’s brain lobes see to have 

been not just physiologically and neurologically integrated but also integrated by an electromagnetic 

current as well. 

 

I would have loved to dismiss this as the speculation of a doctor who had no experience with this 

type of analysis and certainly no experience with alien beings.  Therefore, whatever he wrote was 

nonsense and not worth the time it took to respond to it.  File it back in the cabinet and get on to other 

issues that could be turned into viable projects.  But the medical examiner’s report was more disturbing 

that I was ready to admit because it took me back to a time when I was the assistant chief-of-staff in 

Rome.  I had made friends with some of the members of the graduate faculty at the University of Rome. 

 

I was a 25-year-old captain at the time, a former engineering undergraduate way in over-my-head 

and learning my job responsibilities each day, keeping one step ahead of my boss so he wouldn’t find 

out that I didn’t really know anything.  In one of my visits to the University, I met Dr. Gislero Flesch, a 

professor criminology and anthropology who lectured me on what he called his theory and experiments 

on “the basis of Life”.  It was a wild and -- I thought -- supernatural theory on what he called the 

'filament' within each cell.  The filament was activated by some cosmic action or form of 

electromagnetic radiation that bombarded the Earth continuously from outer space and resonated against 

a constant refresh of electrical activity from the brain. 

 

“Capitaine,” he would say whenever he began some formal explanation.  I also thought he was 

always surprised that someone so young could actually be dispatched from the New World to administer 

law and justice in Rome, the capital of the ancient world.  The old professor also was scrupulous about 

showing everyone, including his dimmest of students, extraordinary respect.  “The electromagnetic 

forces in the body are the least understood,” he continued.  “Yet they account for more activity than 

anyone realizes.” 

 

As an engineering student whose whole experience with energy had to do with verifiable 

experiments, I was more than skeptical at first.  How can you measure an electrical activity in the brain 

that you cannot see?  How can invisible waves of energy that you can’t feel or see excite certain areas of 

the human cell?  And what was their purpose? 

 

Professor Flesch introduced me to Professor Casmiro Franck, one of the first scientists to ever 

photograph brain waves.  Professor Franck became a friend because during my days in Rome fighting 

off Gestapo agents, Communist partisans, and the local crime families and crime chieftains, I was 

always engaged in some type of warfare.  But when I had time off, I wanted to meet people, to stretch 

my experience, to fall in love with the city of my own ancestors that I had been assigned to protect.  So I 

sought out a network of friends to whom I could relate and from whom I could learn.  Professor Franck 

was just such a man. 

 

In Franck’s first experiments, he had used a rabbit brain as a test subject.  He measured what he said 

were the long, Low-Frequency waves which animal brains generate and described how he was able to 

trace the paths these waves took when were transmitted from the brain to the animal’s voluntary 

muscles.  Certain muscles -- Professor Franck said -- were attuned to respond to certain brain 

wavelengths -- waves of a specific frequency.  In cases of muscle paralysis, it’s not the muscle that’s 
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necessarily damaged but the muscle’s tuning mechanism that becomes disabled so that it no longer 

picks up the right frequency. 

 

"It’s like a radio," he said.  "If the radio can’t pick up a signal, the radio isn’t necessarily broken.  Its 

antenna or crystal may need to be adjusted to the correct frequency."  I was a guest at his laboratory 

more than a few times and watched him carry out his experiments with live rabbits, interfering with their 

brains’ electromagnetic wave propagation by implanting electrodes and seeing which muscles became 

cataleptic and which responded.  He said it was the frequency that was being altered because once the 

animal was removed from the experimental table, it could walk and hop as if nothing had happened. 

 

Then Professor Franck introduced me to another one of his colleagues -- the celebrated research 

biologist and physician Doctor Castellani who had many years earlier isolated and identified the 

disease called “sleeping sickness” and perfected what during the 1930s and 1940s became known as 

“Castellani Ointments” as treatments for a variety of skin diseases.  Doctor Castellani said that the 

problems of many skin rashes, psoriasis, or inflammations that looked like bacterial infections were, in 

fact, correctable by changing the skin’s electromagnetic resonance.  The ointments, he said, didn’t attack 

the infection with drugs.  They were chemical reactants that changed the electrostatic condition of the 

skin, allowing the long, Low-Frequency waves from the brain to do the healing. 

 

All 3 men were using these electromagnetic waves to promote healing in ways that I considered 

astounding.  They made claims about the ability of electromagnetic treatments to affect the speed at 

which cells divide and tumors grow.  They claimed that through directed electromagnetic wave 

propagation they could cure heart disease, arthritis, all types of bacteriological infections that interfered 

with cell function, and even certain forms of cancer.  [StealthSkater note:  Tom Bearden makes 

similar claims regarding scalar waves => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

If this sounds like something supernatural in 1997, imagine how it must have sounded to the ears of 

a young and inexperienced intelligence officer in 1944 who was so far out of his element that the older, 

seasoned British intelligence laughed at his age!  (They laughed until they saw what happened to the 

Gestapo agents who were trying to re-infiltrate Rome behind the Allied front lines and met up with my 

men on the back streets and alleys.  That’s when the laughing stopped.) 

 

I spent many hours with Professors Flesch, Franck, and Castellani in Rome and watched them 

experiment with all kinds of small animals.  They didn’t have the research funds nor the endorsements 

of the medical societies to allow them to expand their work or to treat patients with their unconventional 

methods.  Thus much of their work found its way into research monographs, articles in academic 

journals, or at university lectures at symposiums. 

 

I left Rome in the Spring of 1947, said my goodbyes to the friends I had made at the University of 

Rome, and put their work -- relegated once again to the supernatural -- out-of-my-mind as I concentrated 

on my new jobs at Fort Riley, the White House, Red Canyon, Germany, and the Pentagon.  Then on the 

day that I came across the speculative report on the structure of the alien brain from Roswell, everything 

Professors Flesch, Franck, and Castellani said came back to me like a clap of thunder.  Here I was again 

staring at a piece of loose-leaf paper that was staring right back at me -- forcing me to consider ideas and 

notions from over 10 years ago that challenged everything science back then was telling us about the 

way the brain worked. 

 

While I reviewed the reports about the autopsied alien brain and what the medical examiner 

thought the Low-Frequency waves meant when he applied current to the tissue, I also saw reports from a 

army military liaison attached to the Stalingrad consulate office that described Soviet experiments with 

psychics who were attempting to exercise some form of kinetic mind-control over objects traveling 
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through the air, directing them from one spot to another.  These reports -- written in the late 1950s -- 

gave General Trudeau a lot of concern because they showed the Soviets were onto something. 

 

“These fellas don’t waste their time, Phil,” the General told me at one of our morning briefings after 

I had dropped off the reports the day before so he could look them over.  “If they’re looking into this 

stuff, then they know there’s something there.” 

 

“You don’t think this report is just a lot of speculation?” I asked.  I knew from the expression on his 

face that it was a question I shouldn’t have asked. 

 

“If you thought this was just 'speculation', Colonel,” he said very abruptly, “then you wouldn’t be 

passing the buck up to me to tell you that.”  General Trudeau had a way of bringing you up short when 

he thought you said something stupid.  And what I had said was very stupid for an officer with my 

training and experience.  He also knew I was worried or else I wouldn’t have tried to back off so 

quickly.  “You’re right to be worried about this,” he said, his tone softening when he saw how I was 

looking at him.  “You’d be right if you sat in your office and sweated bullets over what this means.  And 

you know exactly what worried the both us.  Do I have to say it?” 

 

No, he didn’t.  It was obvious.  If the Soviets had gotten their hands on some of the apparatus from 

any one of the alien spacecraft that had gone down since 1947 – and I didn’t know how many there were 

– they’d have figured out by now that the aliens had used some form of brain-wave control for 

navigation.  How they directed their thoughts or translated them into an electronic circuit -- we didn’t 

know.  But we knew that there were no steering wheels or conventional methods of control on the 

spacecraft.  The headband that we found with the electronic sensors on them were designed to pick up 

some form of signal from the brain.  The analysts at Wright Field believed that the sensors on the 

headbands corresponded with points on the multi-lobed alien brain that generated Low-Frequency 

waves, so the headbands formed an integral part of the circuit. 

 

If we were able to figure that out, the Soviets were certainly capable of figuring that out as well.  

Besides, the General didn’t have to say it because I was already thinking it: What if the Soviets -- all 

alone in space the way they were in the early 1960s -- had some communication with the aliens that we 

didn’t have?  Who said the EBEs had to be anti-Communist anyway? 

 

General Trudeau also shared with me some intelligence reports that described anti-missile missile 

tests the Soviets had conducted with very powerful tracking radar.  We’d known about their radars 

because I’d seen them work during exercises in Germany when each side would test the other’s 

responses over the East German border.  Their radars and their ability to lock onto aircraft were just as 

good as ours.  But what the General showed me were reports that described the Soviets firing intercept 

missiles at incoming ICBM vehicles and exploding the intercept warheads so as to knock out the 

navigational systems on the aggressor missiles.  One of those test intercepts had been conducted 

successfully right through an atomic cloud of one of the Soviet missile test ranges in Asia.  This was 

especially disturbing because anyone who knows anything about the nature of an atomic cloud knows 

that the electromagnetic pulse immediately knocks out any form of electronics. 

 

That’s also how we knew what the signatures were of the alien UFOs that buzzed our ships and 

bases.  So much of our non-hardened power was knocked out by the pulse that we knew an 

electromagnetic wave had hit us.  So if the Soviets could harden their anti-missile missile guidance 

system to home-in on a target through an electromagnetically-charged atomic cloud, they were using a 

technology significantly more advanced than ours.  And that spelled trouble! 

 

… … … …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 
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“So if the Soviets have something that can take out missile warheads through an atomic cloud and 

are using devices that may have come from an alien technology, we have something to worry about,” the 

General said. 

 

“We’d have a lot to worry about,” I agreed.  “We have nothing even remotely like this except for the 

laser tracking system.  But that’s years away from any sort of deployment even assuming we can get the 

President to ask Congress to give us the money to develop it.” 

 

General Trudeau slammed his palm on the desk with enough force to shake the entire office.  I’m 

sure his clerk sitting just outside thought I was getting bawled-out for something.  But that was the 

General’s way of reinforcing a decision he was making. 

 

“Phil, you are the 'anti-missile missile projects office' for the time-being.  I don’t care whatever-the-

hell-else you have to do, you write me up a report on what we discussed here and then put together a 

proposal I can use to get us some money to develop this thing,” he said.  “I know we’re on the right 

track even if we’re in a strange arena.  Thought control …,” he said, speculating about how the power 

of the human brain could be harnessed to the navigation of a guided missile.  “Well if the Russians are 

looking at it seriously, then we’d better do the same thing before they blindside us like they did with 

Sputnik.” 

 

“Why me?” I said to myself as I walked down the stairs to my office.  This was like an assignment 

to write a term paper when there wasn’t even any research you could use and still be called sane.  I had 

to write about the hardware and systems applications of navigational control -- not medical or biological 

functions per se -- but that made it all the more difficult.  If the information that Professors Flesch, 

Franck, and Castellani conveyed to me back in Rome 15 years ago had any validity, then the vague 

references in the Roswell reports that I’d read probably had validity as well.  So I began. 

 

“The references to EBE brain function in the medical examiner’s reports from Roswell,” I wrote in 

my opening memo to General Trudeau, 

suggest new avenues of research to us in the guidance and navigational control of 

machines.  The electromagnetic integration of the alien brain lobes and the possible 

integration with other brain function including kinesthetic capability -- the ability to 

move objects -- over long distance is startling and sound more like science-fiction than 

fact.  But if we can establish a correlation with long, Low-Frequency waves and this 

electromagnetic integration, it will be a way to identify a measurable phenomenon with 

a process we do not understand.  Initially, I recommend we study the phenomenon in 

an effort to apply our findings to gathering and utilizing any data we can develop 

concerning long, Low-Frequency waves and electromagnetic integration so as to marry 

it to our existing guidance and control hardware systems and create a new state of the 

art in missile tracking. 

 

A caveat:  The Central Intelligence Agency has begun a program in which they 

work with “seers” [i.e., remote-viewers] as they call them, para-psychologists who they 

expect will give them the same capability as the KGB’s “Psycho-Electronic 

Technology” training.  Both intelligence agencies are skirting the edges of our 

military’s approach and we must be careful not to let our research fall into their 

cauldron.  We would be discredited and possibly stopped from proceeding both from 

efforts from our own side and from protests by the Soviets should they find out.  

Therefore I recommend that the background of our experimentation with long, Low-
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Frequency brain waves and any source material be completely expunged along with 

any historical data relevant to this analysis. 

 

My basis for our proposed anti-missile missile was the Soviets’ own success with controlling the 

trajectory of an ICBM in flight and the success they had in targeting incoming warheads with their own 

anti-missile missile in development.  “In recent months,” I wrote,  

it has come to our attention that the Soviets can change the trajectory of an ICBM 

after launch once it is on its way to a target.  In addition, the Soviets have twice 

tested an anti-missile fired through an atomic cloud at an approaching ICBM.  

Therefore, a technical proposal must be drawn up as soon as possible for: 

 

1.  An anti-missile missile that will be able to lock onto an incoming ICBM and stay 

locked-on through all evasive maneuvers and destroy it before it reaches its 

target,    and  

2.  All circuit must be hardened to withstand radiation, blast, heat, and 

electromagnetic pulse from an atomic detonation up to and including the 

intensity of the Russian bomb explosion of 60 megatons. 

 

When General Trudeau read my full report, he asked me to speak to the scientists who consulted 

with us as part of a brain trust and develop a technical discussion -- as speculative as we needed it to be 

with no restrictions whatsoever -- in which we integrated what we had in our Roswell files with what 

intelligence we had on the types of testing the Soviets were conducting. 

 

“Don’t worry about how it’s going to be circulated, Phil,” General Trudeau assured me.  “I want to 

show it to only a few members of the House and Senate Defense appropriations committees and they’ve 

promised to keep it confidential.” 

 

“I know you want this right away, General,” I said.  “Can I have the rest of the day to work on it?” 

 

“You can have until tomorrow morning,” he said.  “Because after lunch, you and I are meeting with 

the Senate subcommittee and I want to read them this report.” 

 

I told my wife that I’d be home late in the morning for a change of uniform and then I was going 

over to Capitol Hill for a meeting.  Then I ordered up a couple of sandwiches, put a new pot of coffee 

on, and settled in at the office for a long night. 

 

“The present design and configuration of our ICBMs is adequate”, I wrote onto my legal pad, 

crossed out the sentence, and then wrote it again.  “However internal changes are necessary, especially 

within the warhead capsule.  What I would recommend would be nothing less than radical." 

 

We needed an entirely new navigational computer system that would take advantage of the 

transistorized circuitry now coming into development and projected for the marketplace by the late 

1960s.  I suggested we model the missile’s on-board computer on the based on an actual dual-

hemisphere brain with one hemisphere or lobe receiving global positioning data from orbiting 

satellites.  The other hemisphere will control the missile functions such as thrusters, positioning changes, 

and booster stage separation.  It will receive data through a low-frequency transmission from the other 

lobe.  The control lobe will also transmit missile flight telemetry to the positioning lobe so that the two 

computers will function together in tandem. 
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This, I reasoned, would make the system more difficult to jam.  If our global positioning satellite 

detected a threat from an incoming anti-missile missile, it would relay that information to the warhead 

whose control computer would direct the thrusters to fire so as to take evasive action before the final 

target approach. 

 

Inasmuch as I believed it was through the application and amplification of low-frequency brain 

waves that the EBEs navigated the craft we found at Roswell, our implementation of this technology 

might enable us also to use our brains to control the flight of objects.  We could use some form of a 

brain-wave system to navigate our ICBM warhead final-stage vehicles if their on-board radar detected a 

threat from an anti-ballistic missile.  We could also use this system to home-in on incoming enemy 

warhead launchers even if they were capable of taking some evasive action. 

 

My conclusion: “An appropriate of $300 million must be requested for the coming FY 1963 as an 

urgent crash development appropriation.” 

 

 

 

I read my own notes from the envelope handed over by Harold Brown and looked back at him. 

 

“Colonel,” Brown’s assistant said, “We understand the urgency of your request last year and we 

appreciate your reasons for fighting for it now.” 

 

“But the Defense Department is simply not going to allow the Army to go forward with an anti-

missile missile at this time.  Not in 1963,” Mr. Brown said. 

 

“When?” I asked. 

 

“At a time,” the Army colonel said, “when the impact of our deploying this system will be greater 

than it is now.  The Russians know we have a bead on the type of satellites they’re putting up.  And we 

can take them out in a heartbeat, much faster than they can take out ours.” 

 

I began to answer, but Harold Brown got up to leave.  We shook hands and he walked toward the 

door.  The Army colonel remained in front of my desk.  “Maybe just you and I can have a word, Colonel 

Corso,” he said.  My own associate on Senator Thurmond’s committee left the office also. 

 

“In the Pentagon, we understand that your early research into the technology of the anti-ballistic 

missile is the real reason for your support, Colonel Corso,” the project manager said.  “It’s in good 

hands.” 

 

But I can tell you that he didn’t know the real reason -- the EBEs!  Only General Trudeau 

understood the secret agenda that lay beneath the research into the project. 

 

“But when do you think development will start?” I asked. 

 

“In just a couple of years, we’ll have lunar spacecraft orbiting the Moon,” he said.  “We’ll have 

orbiting satellites mapping every inch of the Soviet Union.  We’ll see what they can throw against us.  

Then we’ll have exactly the kind of anti-missile you proposed because then eve the Congress will see 

the reason for it.” 

 

“But until then …” I began. 
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“Until then,” the colonel said, “All we can do it wait.” 

 

It would take another 20 years for the beginnings of an anti-missile missile to be deployed.  And it 

would also take a pPresident [Reagan??] who was willing to recognize the threat from the 

extraterrestrials to force an anti-missile weapon through a hostile Congress.   …  …  ….  …  …  …  … 

 

… … … …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

 

StealthSkater comments:  Regarding healing by electromagnetic waves, the reader is referred to 

Col. Tom Beardan’s site at http://www.cheniere.org/toc.html (or doc   pdf   URL  ).    

 

Even the Montauk Project proponents say Wilhelm Reich’s investigation of “orgone energy” 

(and its reported healing powers) combined with radiosonde technology (ability to change weather) were used 

to create the machines that opened-up time portals and may have accidentally caused a “rift” in 

time.  I have also read that part of the CIA’s “MK-ULTRA” mind-control involved pre-

programming unwitting citizens who would turn into assassins upon receipt of a coded ELF 

transmission.  Also medical research has shown that certain ELF frequencies can trigger the 

body’s cells to release/produce histamines resulting in extreme nausea.   This may have use in 

crowd riot control or hostage situations if it could be “weaponized”. 

 

I don’t know if this has anything to do with this subject.  At one time, the U.S. most secret of 

all missiles was the air-to-air AIM-54 Phoenix.  It can only be launched from the F-14 Tomcat.   

After guiding it to within 10 miles of its target, the F-14 can turn away and the Phoenix homes-in 

for the final kill using its own internal active radar.  The Hughes engineers say they were 

successful in shrinking a jet fighter’s lock-on radar to fit inside an 11-in-diameter missile.  I have a 

suspicious feeling that it’s more complicated than that, though.  Why else would the Russians send 

in all those deep-sea salvage vessels when a F-14 fell off a carrier and dislodged one its Phoenixes?  

The U.S. had to respond with attack subs to ward off their ships and then they sent in their subs.   

It was a tense situation that received only scant press coverage. 

 

The military uses the seeker portion of the Phoenix in its (illegal under treaty) current anti-

missile tests.  That is the part that is the most “TOP SECRET” of the Phoenix.  Hughes engineers 

miniaturized the electronics and shrunk the Phoenix to today’s medium-range AIM-120 

AMRAAM.  I never thought about it before and don’t want to make it seem like I grasping at 

straws, but I wonder if some of this “alien ELF wave” technology was incorporated into the super-

secret Phoenix? 

 

 

A message post that may add credence to Corso’s claim is at 

http://www.montaukproject.com/_disc1/000013d6.htm . 
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